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Abstract. A fundamental problem that confronts structured peer-to-
peer system that use DHT technologies to map data onto nodes is the
performance of the network under the circumstance that a large per-
centage of nodes join and fail frequently and simultaneously. A careful
examination of some typical peer-to-peer networks will contribute a lot to
choosing and using certain kind of topology in special applications. This
paper analyzes the performance of Chord [7] and Koorde [2], and find
out the crash point of each network through the simulation experiment.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer systems are distributed systems without any centralized control or
hierarchical organization. However, unlike traditional distributed systems, nodes
in peer-to-peer system are continuously joining and leaving the system. Thus,
data items must migrate as nodes come and go, and routing tables must be
updated constantly.

To deal with these problems that arise over time, all realistic peer-to-peer
systems implement some kind of stabilization routine which continuously repairs
the overlay as nodes come and go, updating control information and routing
tables to ensure that the overlay remains connected and support efficient lookups.
However, when facing large percentage of nodes joins and leaves, different peer-
to-peer proposals may have very different performance due to the geometric
properties of the topology they are built up on.

In general, there is a tradeoff between degree and resilience. High degree
usually induces strong connectivity and therefore good resilience, vice versa.
However, other aspects like clustering properties also have impact on resilience,
so, through careful design, even network with constant degree can perform well
under a certain percentage of node failure. Now there is the question: if we know
how often the nodes come and go, given the demanding fault tolerance, which
kind of peer-to-peer network should we choose?

A lot of related work addressed to this problem has been done. Some [4,6,3,5]
did execellent theoretical analysis and some did careful selected simulation [3].So
far, however, simulation of dynamic peer-to-peer systems to detect their crash
point hasn’t been done yet. For there is no widely accepted definition of crash
point, we here define it as follows: If x percent of nodes fails, and half (50%)
look-ups failed, then x is defined as the crash point. By this definition, we can
ignore the difference between two kinds of crash. One kind is a node become
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isolated, all look-ups from/to it will fail. The other kind is the whole network
break up into some disconnected subnets, look-ups between each net will fail,
however look-ups within the subnet can still success. Then we can compare
different protocols under the same criterion.

In this paper we will simulate to find out the crash point of 2 typical kind of
networks Chord [7] and Koorde [2].

2 Related Works

Fault tolerance of peer-to-peer networks is an important topic. Liben-Nowell
et al. [4] examine error resilience dynamics of Chord when nodes join/leave the
system and derive lower bounds on the degree necessary to maintain a connected
graph with high probability. Fiat et al. [8] build a Censorship Resistant Network
that can tolerate massive adversarial node failures and random object deletions.
Saia et al. [9] create another highly fault-resilient structure with O(log 3N) state
at each node and O(log 3N) hops per message routing overhead. Unfortunately,
very few studies examine the resilience of existing graphs in comparison with
each other, especially when nodes join/leave at a high rate. We are aware of
only few comparison study, including that Gummadi et al. [3] find that ring-
based graphs (such as Chord) offer more flexibility with route selection and
provide better performance under random node, and Dmitri Loguinov et al. [5]
do some theoretical analysis of the existing graph.

3 Analysis

One of the reasons DHTs are seen as an excellent platform for large scale dis-
tributed systems is that they are resilient in the presence of node failure. This
resilience has two different aspects [3]:

Static resilience: we keep the routing table static, only delete the items of
failed nodes to see whether the DHTs can route correctly. Thus, static re-
silience gives a measure of how quickly the recovery algorithm has to work.

Routing recovery: they repopulate the routing table with live nodes, deleting
the items of failed nodes.

Later you will see, Chord and Koorde nearly have the same routing recovery
algorithm. However, since Koorde has only (log 1) neighbor, it has much weaker
static resilience than Chord. Even if it increases its neighbors to O(log n), it is
still not as good as Chord, because unlike Chord, the geometry of Koorde (de
bruijn graph) doesn’t naturally support sequential neighbor.

Let’s first discuss flexibility and path overlap, which have impact on static
resilience.
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3.1 Flexibility

When basic routing geometry has been chosen, more flexibility means more
freedom in the selection of neighbors and routes. Let’s discuss in turn:

Neighbor Selection. DHTs have a routing table comprised of neighbors. Some
algorithms make purely deterministic neighbors (i.e., Koorde), others allow
some freedom to choose neighbors based on other criteria in addition to the
identifiers; most notably, latencies have been used to select neighbors. (i.e.,
ChordFingerPNS).

Route Selection. Given a set of neighbors, and a destination, the routing algo-
rithm determines the choice of the next hop. However, when the determined
next-hop is down, flexibility will describe how many other options are there
for the next-hop. If there are none, or only a few, then the routing algorithm
is likely to fail.

Then we examine Chord and Koorde from the aspect of flexibility.

Chord. Chord provides both neighbor selection flexibility and routing selection
flexibility.

Gummadi et al. [3] mentioned that Chord has 2i possible options in picking
its ith neighbors for a total of approximately n{(log n)/2} possible routing tables
for each node, and having selected one of its possible routing tables, the flexibility
in route selection now available is (log n)! for two nodes that are initially O(n)
distance apart.

What’s more, Chord also allows paths that are much longer than log n. This
is accomplished by taking multiple hops of smaller spans instead of a single hop
of large span. For example, one could take two successive hops using (i − 1)th
neighbors of span 2i−1 each instead of a single hop using ith neighbor of span
2i. This feature will reduce the probability of path failure when large percentage
nodes fails.

Koorde. Koorde has no flexibility in either neighbor selection or route selection.
When large percentage of nodes fails simultaneously, the lookup through de
Bruijn path will easily fail. Fortunately like finger pointers in Chord, Koorde’s
de Bruijn pointer is merely an important performance optimization; a query
can always reach its destination slowly by following successors. Because of this
property, Koorde can use Chord’s join algorithm. Similarly, to keep the ring
connected in the presence of nodes that leave, Koorde can use Chord’s successor
list and stabilization algorithm.

However, when facing a large percentage of nodes leaving, the path length
will increase fast, and more failure due to time out will happen.

3.2 Path Overlap

Dmitri et.al [5] have done simulation to compare the path overlap of Chord and
de Burijn graph. They drew the conclusion that de Bruijn graph select backup
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Fig. 1. Percentage of failed lookups for varying percentage of node failures across
Chord and Koorde. Koorde has 8 fingers, which is equal to Chord with 256 nodes.
The stabilization time are both 20s. Successors are both 4.

paths that do not overlap with the best shortest path or with each other, while
Chord has certain neighbors that show tendency to construct shortest paths
that always overlap with the already-failed ones. However, in sparse Koorde,
one real node is responsible for forwarding request for many imaginary nodes.
It’s another kind of path overlap. Unfortunately, in Koorde, all neighbors of a
certain node usually have the same predecessor. The advantage of non-overlap
path could only be seen in dense de Bruijn graph.

4 Simulation

Since Chord and Koorde use the same stabilization algorithm, We will see from
the simulation: when Chord and Koorde execute the stabilization routine under
the same frequency, which one has a better performance.

To speed up the development, we build the simulators on top of an existing
tools—p2psim [1]. The protocol of Chord and Koorde are already implemented,
we rewrite parts of code, mainly the eventgenerator() to do the experiments
in this paper.

To test how Chord and Koorde perform when mass nodes fail simultaneously,
we use the same network events but with different protocols. The network events
includes “join”,“fail”,“look-up”. First, we build a stable network of 256 (28)
nodes. Each node executes look-up events which are exponentially distributed
about the given meantime (0.5 second). At the 5th second we randomly select
p−percentage of nodes. And from the 5th second till the end of the experiment,
these nodes will fail or join simultaneously every 20 seconds. That is to say at
the 5th second, they all fail, then at the 25th second, they all join, and so on. p
is variated from 5-percent to 95 percent in increments of 5 percent.

The total simulation time is 120s, during which the network is continuously
changing, and we record the percentage of failure lookups.

It is obviously that Chord performs better than Koorde under the same
network circumstance (see Figure 1), which are not surprising after our discussion
above. By our definition, the crash point of Koorde is 55%, while the crash point
of Chord is about 70%. And in Koorde, when 15% nodes fails, failure start
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Fig. 2. Chord: Percentage of failed
lookups for varying percentage of node
failures. When successors increase from 4
to 8, the crash point increases from 65%
to 80%

Fig. 3. Chord: Percentage of failed
lookups for varying percentage of node
failures. When stabilization time decrease
from 40s to 20s, the crash point increases
from 65% to 70%

Fig. 4. Koorde: Percentage of failed
lookups for varying percentage of node
failures. When successors increase from 4
to 8, the crash point increases from 50%
to 75%.

Fig. 5. Koorde: Percentage of failed
lookups for varying percentage of node
failures with different stabilization
time:10s, 20s, 30s and 40s

to emerge. While in Chord, look-up failures are very few when failed nodes are
under 40%. This can be attributed to successor back-ups, when 40% nodes fail,
the probability of a node losing all it four successors is only 0.44 = 0.025.In both
protocols when the number of fail nodes increases, the percentage of look-up
failure increasing fast. It is because when lots of fingers are not correct, the path
length is growing fast, and more nodes are contacted, hence, the probability of
encountering failed nodes increases fast. When the failed nodes are above 80%,
the failed look-ups are decreasing because at this time, most of the nodes are
failed, the number of look-ups are very few, and some nearby look-ups can reach
its destination quickly.

Then let us have a look at how “increasing successors” and “speedup stabi-
lization” have impact on the performance of Chord and Koorde. The result get
from the simulation is that both “increasing successors” and “speedup stabiliza-
tion” obviously enhance the fault resilience of Chord (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).
However, in Koorde while “increasing successors” greatly enhances the fault re-
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silience of Koorde (see Figure 4), the influence of “speedup stabilization” is not
that obvious (see Figure 5). It tells that “concurrent nodes failure” is sensitive to
Koorde, and when large percent of nodes fail simutaneously, stabilization routine
couldn’t help a lot.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we compare the dynamic resilience of Chord and Koorde from
theoretical analysis and simulation. The result is that: Chord has better dynamic
resilience than Koorde. We also find out the crash point of both protocol under
some given circumstance. However we haven’t compare the path overlap through
simulation. This is left for further work. Due to time limitation, we just finish
some initiating work in comparing the fault resilient of different peer-to-peer
networks, Further work will be done to compare more networks under more
complex circumstance.
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